In continuation to earlier Office Orders F.No.A-25/Ext.of Contr.Per/JE/2020/30 & 31 dated 31/03/2020 and even No.166 & 177 dated 01/07/2020 for further extension of contract employment of J.E.'s (Civil & Electrical) & Technician (MCC) & Technical Helpers (EMC) for the period from 01/04/2020 to 30/06/2020 and from 01/07/2020 to 31/10/2020 are till the recruitment of J.E.'s (Civil & Electrical) & Technician (MCC) & Technical Helpers (EMC) whichever is earlier, the respective controlling officers are again requested to send the papers of respective J.E.'s, Technician & Technical Helpers such as noting duly recommended by respective wing, APAR's duly certified & Joining Reports for the period from 01/04/2020 to 31/10/2020 to the Administration Section latest by 27th July, 2020.

The respective Controlling officer also requested to direct the respective J.E.'s & Technicians working under them to submit the stamp paper latest by 27th July 2020 to O.S., Administration Section so that agreement can be entered and signed as per the existing terms & conditions.

This issues, with the approval of Executive Member, NCA.

(R.Vasudevan)
Dy. Director (Admn.)

Copy to:-

1. PPS to Executive Member, NCA, Indore.
2. PS to Member (Power) / (Civil) / (E&R), NCA, Indore.
3. PS to Secretary / Chief Engineer, NCA, Indore.
4. Dy. Director (Civil), RO, Bhopal/DD(HM& Hydrology) /Executive Engineer(EMC)/
   Dy. Director (Lia.), New Delhi.
5. Finance Officer, NCA, Indore.
6. Website Manager/APRO, NCA, Indore for uploading in the NCA website.
7. Officer In-Charge, Legal Cell, NCA, Indore.
8. Concerned J.E.'s (Civil & Electrical) & Technician (MCC) & Technical Helpers (EMC) on Contract Employment posted at Indore/Bhopal/New Delhi & Field offices are directed to submit their undertakings/Joining Report and other relevant document to their respective controlling officers and directed to enter in to a Contract Agreement as per the Existing Terms & Conditions.
9. Personal File of Concerned J.E.'s (Civil & Electrical) & Technician (MCC) & Technical Helpers (EMC) on Contract Employment.
10. Office Order Folder.
LIST OF JUNIOR ENGINEERS (CIVIL & ELECTRICAL)

1. Shri Mahendra Kumar Soni, JE(Civil)
2. Shri Anshul Soni, JE(Civil)
3. Shri Ramendra Singh Chauhan, JE (Tele.)
4. Shri Tarun Pathak, JE(Civil)
5. Shri Zaheer Uddin, JE(Civil)
6. Ms Sandhya Yadav, JE (Civil)
7. Ms Ritu Agase, JE(Civil)
8. Shri Arun Kumar Sharma, JE (Electrical)
9. Shri Uttam Kumar Mistry, JE (Electrical)
10. Ms Archita Kanungo, JE (Electrical)
11. Shri Tauseef Ali, JE (Electrical)
12. Shri Saurabh Sen, JE (Electrical)

LIST OF TECHNICIAN (MCC) & TECHNICAL HELPER (EMC)

1. Shri Vijay Kumar Maurya, Technician (MCC)
2. Shri Rajesh Joshi, Technician (MCC)
3. Shri Bhaskar Korde, Technical Helper(EMC)
4. Shri Shiv Prasad, Technical Helper(EMC)
5. Shri Shyam Sunder Bamaliya, Technical Helper(EMC)
6. Shri Raj Kumar Pal, Technical Helper(EMC)
7. Shri Natwarbhai Tadvi, Technical Helper(EMC)